
CASE STUDY

Reducing auto churn
for an insurance giant

CUSTOMER

Generali Group, a multinational insurance organization.

A way to reduce customer churn for automotive lines.

PROBLEM

SOLUTION

Relativity6 deployed Marvin Platform to generate predictive analytics

from policy, claims, transactions, interactions and external data sources.

RESULTS

10% improvement in customer churn accuracy

Customer insights and product recommendations that increased engagement

Deeper understanding of customers and customer profiles
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THE CHALLENGE

Increase customer retention
and maximize recurring 
revenue.

As one of the largest insurance carriers in the world, Generali

manages over $5B in direct written premiums and

offers hundreds of different products. As such, the company’s 

fragmented customer data had become a bottleneck to 

truly understanding customer churn and preventing it. The 

fragmented data was unreliable and under-validated. The data 

scientists within the organization had developed

and deployed resources towards this problem, but in many cases

they hadn’t had sufficient support to operationalize their models.

Analyzing data from customers, brokers, agents and third-party

vendors is particularly challenging. The company operated on

legacy processes that demanded a lot of manual

interventions and manual data extractions. Sales, operations,

claims and other departments all operated in their own “silos”.

At the end of the day, Generali needed to understand (1) why

customers were churning and (2) which product recommendations

would help them keep customers engaged. 

The lack of powerful digital and analytics tools wasn’t

the company’s real problem. At the heart of its challenge

was its inability to adopt new ways of working with

customer data and to embed insights into their sales and 

marketing operations. By making customer churn 

insights available and understandable to the correct people, 

brokers and agents are able to execute faster, with more precision, 

and adapt over time to customer demands.

OUR SOLUTION

Ignore the silos. Find 
advantages from key customer
insights in all available data.

Relativity6 uses proprietary machine learning algorithms 

that combine internal data (e.g., policies, claims) with external data 

(e.g., geographic, demographic) to generate increased 

accuracy in predictive analytics. Customer and product 

recommendations are delivered to our clients

through an easy to use interface directly to brokers and agents.

Siloed organizations with pre-existing tech operations need a more 

actionable approach to digital transformation and predictive analytics.

Relativity6’s platform helps companies to focus on what matters, 

boost their broker and agent confidence, and simplify customer 

interventions for game changing results.

Relativity6’s algorithms were developed for and extensively trained

on insurance customer and insurance product data. Both internal 

and external data sources are derived from a comprehensive,

and proprietary feature learning process. Our familiarity and

expertise in P&C insurance data sets, both structured and

unstructured, make integrations into existing processes 

and workflows easier for our clients. We look at key indicators 

such as poor claims experiences, impactful life events (birth, 

home purchase) , and delayed payments to help our clients 

better understand their customers.

Our platform helped Generali to gain a clear

understanding of how to spot a churning customer, what to do

with that customer, and most importantly why our technology

found those things to be true.



Relativity6 helps insurance organizations to understand their churning customers better with proprietary artificial intelligence algorithms and operationalization
interfaces and strategies. We are the leading experts in financial customer churn. We seek to humanize artificial intelligence technology and help business 
people understand their customers. From Massachusetts to Mumbai and over 15 countries in between, Relativity6 has end-to-end expertise in financial 
customer experience. At Relativity6, we say no to churn.

For additional information, contact hello@relativity6.com

Follow us on LinkedIn and Twitter.
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THE IMPACT

10%

Relativity6 produced a 10% increase 
in churn accuracy…

…and could have saved Generali 
$70M in 2017

$70M

Figure 1: Increased accuracy drives reduction in customer churn

A nimble alert customer 
behaviour system that 
enables Generali’s staff to
better serve customers

After ingesting 7 years worth of claims, policy and billing data

Relativity6 predicted that 4,720 of the 5,410 of the insurance

customers were set to churn. Relativity6’s Marvin Platform’s 

prediction accuracy ran from 77% to 82% as compared

to the carrier’s legacy accuracy rate of 67%.

Relativity6’s platform is making Generali’s sales teams more agile

and vastly impoving the way in which brokers and agents

understand and interact with customers. Churn rates are 

lower due to increased accuracy. Customers are kept delighted

which, in a very competitve insurance landscape is a huge

advantage for retaining customers as well as acquiring them.

The Marvin Platform provides a real-time view of customer

engagement and churn indicators for decision making in sales

and marketing teams across organizations. Our algorithms

consistently beat internal data science teams with external data

sources and can be operationalized in weeks rather than months.

Better visibility into customer behavior and churn combined with

operationalized interfaces and broker and agent analytics help

insurance organizations reduce churn and keep valuable customers.
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